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We consider multilinear differential operators with constant coefficients T acting 
in some Banach spaces of analytic functions. We show that it is possible to repre- 
sent an arbitrary T of this kind as a product of abstract linear operators and the 
multiplication operator. cc 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this article we consider nonlinear differential operators T acting in 
Banach spaces of analytic functions of one complex variable. We assume 
that the nature of nonlinearity is M-linearity: our operators are of the form 
M dy 
T(f)= C a, n -, 
IIENM i = , d,x”I 
(1.1) 
where the sum has a finite number of terms, n = (n,, . . . . n,), U,E @, and 
f: D -+ C is analytic (D is the open unit disc of C); the number M is the 
multiplicity of T and the order of T is max { ni ( a,, # O}. 
We consider the following natural problem: 
(F) Let G and H be Banach spaces of analytic functions such that the 
differential operator T: G -+ H of the form (1.1) is well defined and con- 
tinuous. Can we find Banach spaces of analytic functions E and F such that 
the pointwise multiplication operator Y,,,, :f~f” is a well defined and 
continuous mapping from E into F, and bounded linear operators 
A : G + E, B : F-, H such that for all f E G 
T(f) = B((Af)“?? 
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For some operators T it is trivial to find such factorizations. A simple 
example for M= 2 is the operator T(f) =.f df/d.u which is equal to 
T(f,=Ido 
2 d.x 
( 1.3 ) 
with A = id, B :f~ $ df/d-x. It is clear that in this case the representation 
(1.3) tells something essential of T: it suggests an easy way to invert T by 
integrating and taking a square root, if possible. Clearly, not all operators 
( 1.1) can be factorized (as ( 1.3)) using differential operators A and B: the 
problem whether this is possible for a given T is an algebraic question and 
is not considered here. The motivation of this paper is the idea that the 
more general factorization (1.2) with abstract A, B tells us that T can be 
decomposed to three “simple” operators, namely to two linear ones and to 
the multiplication operator. 
The main result (Theorem 3.2) of this paper is that the answer to (F) is 
positive for an arbitrary T of the form (1.1). Moreover, the spaces E, F, G, 
and H are more or less standard Banach spaces of analytic functions and 
they depend only on the multiplicity M and on the order of the operator 
T. Theorem 3.1 contains the same result in the special case M = 2. We 
prefer to give a separate proof for this case, since the essential step is much 
simpler there. Also we can demonstrate in this way. the different 
possibilities of the choice of the domain and image spaces. 
The generality of our results implies that they cannot yield immediately 
any existence results for solutions of differential equations; these questions 
are not considered in more detail here. However, the results of Section 3 
are of independent, mainly algebraic interest. 
The proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are functional analytic. Basically, we 
use a calculation on Taylor series and functionals associated to Taylor 
series; this is the reason we restrict our attention to analytic functions 
instead of differentiable ones. To be able to treat the convergence and 
continuity problems we use the abstract framework of tensor products of 
infinite dimensional Banach spaces. However, the presentation is aimed to 
be readable also for nonspecialists in abstract functional analysis. 
Section 2 contains an introduction to the techniques needed. The main 
results and their proofs are contained in Section 3. The proof of the more 
general Theorem 3.2 is independent of Theorem 3.1. However, the reader 
interested in the intuitive ideas of our constructions is recommended to 
read first the simpler proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
We use several Banach spaces of analytic functions; all of them consist 
of analytic functions from D into @. By HP, 1 <p < co, we denote the 
Hardy spaces (for definition, see [ 1, VIII.31). The norm of HP is defined 
and denoted by 
Ilfll,:= sup (i’” ,j-(rd”),P~)‘“. 
o<r<1 --n 
For 16 p < 03 and NE Z we define the Banach space 
=.,To c&z”, 11flljy,” := ( fob+ IY Myp< m}, (2.1) 
Then &‘i = HZ, and the operator fw df/dz defines a topological 
isomorphism (= linear homeomorphism) from the subspace of a;, 
formed by functions f(z) = C,“=, a,~“, onto JzZ~;- L. If 1 <p < 2 and q is 
such that l/p + l/q= 1, then the Hausdorff-Young inequality (see [2, 
13.5.11) tells us that 
df)CHq (2.2) 
and that the corresponding imbedding is continuous. 
We now introduce the necessary tensor product formalism. Let E and F 
be Banach spaces and ME N, M> 1. We denote by L(“E, F) the vector 
space of all continuous M-linear mappings E x . . . x E + F. We endow this 
space with the strong operator topology, a basis of neighborhoods of 0 of 
which is given by finite intersections of the sets 
u x,,...,.rM,s := {TW”E, F) I II W,, .a., x,,Il.-=}, (2.3) 
where x1, . . . . X~ME and E > 0. With this topology L(“E, F) becomes a 
Hausdorff locally convex topological vector space. The tensor product 
space (@” E’)@F:= (E’@ . .. 0 E’) 0 F can be considered as a sub- 
space of L( ME, F): if 
with ag E E’, bi E F, then T(x,, . . . . xM) is defined for x,, . . . . xM E E by 
T(x 19 ...T X,w)=~ (XI, ail)(-r,, an) ... (XM, Ui,w) b;. (2.4) 
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By (0” E’) O8 F (respectively, (0” E’) @b F) we mean the tensor 
product space endowed with the strong operator topology of L(“E, F) 
(resp. the closure of (0 M E’) Og F in L(n’E, F)). 
LEMMA 2.1. If E, F, G and H are Banach spaces und A : G + E, 
B : F + H are bounded linear operators, then the operator 
(~A’)OB:(~E’)Wpf-(~G’)O,~H (2.5) 
is continuous. 
Here A’ denotes the transpose of A. The operator (0” A’) 0 B is 
defined by 
(( 6 A’)CSB)(,ai,. ... @a,.tj@bi) 
=I A’ajl@A’a,.@ ... @A’a,,~,@Bb,, 
where a,;E E’ and bie F. 
Proof: If s ,, . . . . X,,E G, s>O are given and C>O is such that 
II B II L(F,H, 6 C < XI, we choose the O-neighborhood U c (0 M E’) oB F 
such that 
II VA-r, > .. . . A-~,j)ll.<~C- 
for TE U. Then for TE U we have 
=(lBT(Ax ,,.... As,~,)ll,<~. 1 
AS a corollary we see that (0 M A’) @ B can be extended to a continuous 
linear operator (0” E’) @,s F+ (0” G’) GD H. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let E, F, G, H, A, and B be as in Lemma 2.1 and let 
‘YE(@“E’)&~FFcL(~E,F)~~~@E(@~G’)@~HHL(~G,H). Then 
B( Y(Ax, , . . . . AXM)) = @(Xl, . . . . X\,) 
for all x , , . . . . s,’ E G if and only if 
in (@“‘G’) Gfi H. 
(2.6) 
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ProoJ: For finite rank tensors P and @ (i.e., for elements of 
(0 ” E’) @ F, etc.) the statement is an immediate consequence of defini- 
tions. For arbitrary Y and @ the result then follows using approximation 
by finite rank tensors. 1 
We now turn to some special operators. Let A4 > 1, ME N, and let Yy, 
be the multiplication operator 
where Ji is for all i an analytic function on D. It follows from the 
generalized Holder inequality, [ 3, Theorem 1881, 
(J*I, / ~lfdr@‘)~2 dfl)li2 < 0, (11, I fdreie)12”’ ds)“2M, (2.7) 
where 0 < r < 1, that PM E Z,( MH2M, Hz). Let us denote by e,, m E N, the 
function zm E 0, a 1 HP, and by ez the functional 
where f= C,“=O a,zm is analytic in D. Since (em)mP w is an orthonormal 
basis of HZ, ez E (Hz)‘, and since 1) .I) z ,< 1) .IJP for p k 2, we also have 
ez E (HP)’ for p >/ 2. If fi = CzSofimem E Hz” for i = 1, . . . . M, then we can 
write the Taylor series of the product as 
@= If ( f 5 ... Y fi,m-~m,f2.m,--mz 
m=O nz,=om2=0 m&,=0 
Xf3 .m*-m, ...f~-~.-~,-l--~-,f~,-~-~~ em. 
This implies that Y, has the representation 
(2.8 1 
(2.9) 
in (0 ” ( H2M)‘) Qb HZ, where 
Y M,n,= f z ... mgi e~-,,Qe;fi,-,zQ ... Qe&m,. (2.10) 
ml=0 m?=O m,w-,=O 
That (2.9) converges in the tensor product space follows from the fact that 
the Taylor series (2.8) converges in H*. 
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Using the Holder inequality one also verities that Y1 E L( ‘H’, H’ ). We 
claim that 
Yy,= lim Yy’ (2.11) 
m - x 
in ((H’)‘@(H’)‘) 6jfi H’, where 
Indeed, if.h gEH',.f=~~,fm,em,g=~~,g,e,,, then 
which is equal to the m: th Cesaro averages associated with the Fourier 
series of fg E H’. According to [ 1, Theorem 2.1 h, Chapter VIII], Yi”” (L g ) 
converges to Y(f, g) = fg in H’, which proves (2.11). 
Next we consider M-linear differential operators with constant coef- 
ficients in the form 
(2.14) 
where n = (n,, . . . . n,),a,~@and,f,:D+@isanalyticfori=l,...,M.(We 
assume that a, # 0 for only a finite number of multi-indeces n.) Let N> 0 
be the order of T, and let M’ > 1 be such that l/M + 1/2M= 1. Then each 
d”f/d.P is a continuous operator &‘r’ + -dr’, and by (2.2) &“y” + H’“. 
Since Y,M~ U”HzM, H’)(see (2.7)), we note that 
TEL(“,~;‘, HZ). 
In the case M = 2 we also have 
(2.15) 
TE t( %‘;x,, H’ ), 
since Y2 E L( 2H2, H’ ). In fact we even have 
Tt( 6 (&:y’,‘) &HZ. 
(2.16) 
To see this, let for all m, k E N the number u,,,~ be such that dke, + k/dzk = 
M ,,,kem, i.e., 
x n,,k=(m+k)(m+k- l)...(m+ l)<(m+k)“. (2.17) 
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Then forf.=xmh,xe,E&‘f’, i= 1, . . . . h4, 
T(f . . . f 13 3 A4 
Using (2.8) this can formally be written as 
Xfi ,m--m,+n,f2,m,-m?+n* ..~fM.mwm,+n,w)em. (2.18) 
But in view of (2.15), (2.18) is the Taylor series of the function 
T(f,, . . ..fM)E H* and hence (2.18) converges in HZ. Then it follows from 
(2.18) and the definition of the strong operator topology that T has the 
tensor product representation 
in (0 M (~6’:‘)‘) &jfl HZ; it is readily seen that ez E (x2:‘)’ for all m. 
It is then clear that the representation (2.19) converges also in 
(0” bc’)‘) & 44(M- 1). In the case M= 2 we note that H’ can be 
imbedded continuously in @‘y i ~ E (use the Hausdorff-Young inequality 
(see [2, 13.5.11) to embed H’ in dg (obvious definition) and the fact that 
the identity mapping from d,” into &al’, _ E is bounded). This implies that 
(2.19) converges also in ((s@‘$)‘@ (&i)‘) gfl J&‘?, --8. 
Remark. The operator TE L( ME, F) is called symmetric if 
W r, . . . . xi, xi+ ,, . . . . xM)= T(x,, . . . . xi+ i, xi, . . . . x,,,) for all i, 1 <i-c M and 
xi E E, 1 <j< M. For an arbitrary T the operator 
TAX,, . . . . +x,wM) := ; c T(x,~~,, . . . . x+,,), . acshf 
where SW is the set of permutations of (1, . . . . M), is symmetric. Note that 
T(x, . . . . x) = Ts(x, . . . . x) holds for all T and x. 
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3. MAIN RESULTS 
We first give the main result in the case M = 2, because the crucial step 
of the proof is much simpler than in the general case. Also the norm 
estimates will be better than one would get using the general case. In any 
case the norm estimates of our factorizations are not the optimal and 
natural ones (see (2.16)). For this reason the choice of Banach spaces in 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in somewhat arbitrary and even artificial; we do not 
any attention to the behavior of the elements of these spaces on the 
boundary of D. This emphasizes the fact that our theorems are mainly of 
algebraic interest. It would be very interesting to know if it is possible, for 
example, to get a factorization between the “natural” spaces .&“T and H’ in 
the case A4 = 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let T he a symmetric bilinear differential operator with 
constant coefficients qf order N. 
(3.1) 
wlhere n,, nz E N, an,,nl E C, the functions j; g : D + @ are analytic and the 
sum contains only a finite number of nonzero terms. For all E > 0 there exist 
bounded linear operators A E L(&i., H’ ) and BE L(H’, .d’ , ~,) such that 
for allA gEsdZ, 
TM 8) = B((Af)(&)l. 
In particular, .for ail .f e d2,, 
(3.2) 
,L? an,,rtz (z)(z) = B((Af 1’). (3.3) 
We note that using the Remark at the end of Section 2 we get the 
factorization (3.3) also for nonsymmetric T. 
Proof. We construct bounded linear operators A’ E L(( HZ)‘, (J&“,)‘) 
and BE L(H’, &‘?, -,:) such that 
(A’@A’@B) ‘P2= T i 3.4) 
holds in ((&t,)‘@ (&a)‘) @)B &‘01’ , PE; see Lemma 2.2, (2.11) and (2.18). 
We define B by 
if m#K3”“’ 
if m=KJ”+: 
(3.5 1 
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where K is the number of the terms in (3.1), and extend B linearly to 
sp (e,(m~ IV). Then B= BIB,, where B, is the linear extension of the 
operator 
B,e,= 0, 
if m#K3kf2 for all k, 
if m=K3kf2 for some k, (3.6) ek? 
and B, is defined by B2ek= (k+ l)l+E ek for all kE N. To show that 
B1 : H’ + H2 is bounded let fE H ‘. Note that f can be written as a 
(pointwise) product gh of functions in H* such that )I g (I 2 = I/h I( z = m 
(see Cl, Ex. 6, p. 1871). We get 
= 
( 
C l-~~3~+2em12 'j2<C 11 gll, Ilhl12 
nr ) 
= c II f II, 7 (3.7) 
where C is a universal constant and where we have used the inequality 
obtained on the last line of the proof of [4, Theorem 7.8, Chapter XII]. 
Clearly, B2 : H2 -+ 62, ME is bounded so that B : H’ + at’-, --E is 
bounded. 
Next we define A’. For 0 Q m < 3K we set A’ez = 0. Let k E N and assume 
that A’ez has been defined for 0 d m 6 K3k + ‘. We set 
A’(ez) = 0 
for K3k+2-K3kf’<m<K3k+2. Note that the sum (cf. (2.19)) 
(3.8) 
has at most K(k + 1) terms. On the other hand the interval 
]K3k+2/2, K3k+2-K3k+‘[ contains more than K3k > K(k + 1) elements 
of N. So for each’ term an,,n2C(k~,,n,Cll,,,ek*-r+n,0e:+.2 of (3.9) we can 
choose an index p(k, n,, n,, t)E ]K3k+2/2, K3k+2-K3kf’[ such that 
~(k,n,,n,,t)#~(k,~,,Ij~,i)ifn,#ri,ornz#’i2ort#i.Wedefine 
A’e* p(k.nl.nz.r) = f(k+ l))‘i2--L’2 a, ,.,, clk- ,.,*, ek*-r+n,, 
A’eX~~+2~~(k.n,,n2,r, = (k + 1 )-‘i2~si2 %,,2e?+,,2; 
(3.10) 
this is done for each term of (3.9). Then we set A’e;ft = 0 for the indices m, 
K3k+’ -cm < K3kC2, that have not yet been defined. 
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As k + co, each element A’ez becomes defined. We extend A’ linearly to 
sp(ez(mEN)c(H’)‘. We then have for all kE N (see (3.10)) 
=~(k+l)~~‘~ETk+~(k+l)-‘~~E~(T~)=(k+l)~’~iT~, (3.1 I I 
where @ denotes the operator 
@(,.mYi)=~m.K, (3.12) 
defined in (&‘;)I 0 (SIX)‘; note that @( TP) = Tk, since T is symmetric. by 
assumption. 
To show that A’ is bounded on .rp(ez) c (H’)‘, let I,,, ,v,,ez, E (Hz)’ (a 
finite number of terms). We denote for all k E N 
N,:= {mENIA’e;t,=p,e$forsomey,#O). 
Then, identifying (a:,)’ with .zz!~,~ and (H’)’ with H” in the canonical 
way, 
= (c (t+ 1) y 1 -LB,.( ) , (3.13) 
IEN rnE 191, 
where p, is such that A’ez,=fl,e: for mEN(,. By (2.17) and (3.10) we 
haveforallk,tEN andformEN,.k:= N,n]K3k+‘,K3k+2], 
B,,~C(kf1)~‘2~C~2cc,,.~~C(k+1)-‘~ “‘(r+~)“, (3.14) 
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where C=max{la n,.n21 >. Checking the definition of A’ one verities that 
card (N,, , ) < 2K for all t and n. Combining these facts 
“(,F,, Ir,l’)12(zN 2KC2(k+ 1)-‘p’(t+N)2N)“2 
(3.15) 
for a constant C’. Combining (3.15) with (3.13) we see that for a constant 
co 
which proves the boundedness of A’. Hence, we can extend A’ to a 
bounded operator on the whole space (HZ)‘. 
To prove (3.4) we use (2.11) and Lemma 2.1 and show that 
lim (A’@ A’@B) cY$“‘)= T (3.16) 
m + ‘x2 
in ((&L)‘@(&i)‘) GfiB?,l,, where Yim) is as in (2.12). First note that 
by (3.5) and (3.11) we have for all m E N 
(A’@A’@B) 
(( t=0 
if m#K3kf2forall HEN 
if m= K3k+‘. 
(3.17) 
We have 
and in view of (3.17) this of the form 
Cm -‘e, m) Tk@ek, 
k=O 
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where r(k, WZ)E N and for all nz we have r(k, nz) #O only for a finite 
number of k, say k 6 k(m). To estimate y( k, m) note that T, @ ek occurs in 
(3.19) 
once, if ~2, 2 K3” + ‘; otherwise it does not occur in (3.19). Now from (3. I8 ) 
we deduce for each fixed k 
lim r(k, m)/m = lim 
nl-K3k+‘= 1, 
,,l - I m - x m 
This implies for all .f, g E .d’y 
IIT(jtg)-((A’OA’OB) @fy)(Ls)ll: ’ ” 
II 
k(m) I -I /. ,
= Wig)- c r(m,k)ln~Tk(f;g)ek 
k=O 2 
> 
I 2 
( 1 - r(m, k),!m) T,(,f, 8))’ 
+ .f I(k+ l)P’PC r,(,f;g)l’ "'-to 
> 
as m + ‘CC. This proves (3.16). 1 
Next we prove the more general statement. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let T be a qmmetric M-linear (M 2 3) differential 
operator with constant coqfficients of order N, 
( 3.20 )
where fi : D --* @, i = I, . . . . M, analytic and a,, # 0 for only a finite number qf 
multi-indeces n. There exist bounded linear operators A E L(&‘:‘, H’“), 
BWH*> d&w m,,), where l/M’+ 1/2M= 1. such that T has the 
factorization 
Vf,,...,f,,,)=B (3.21) 
for f,, . . . . . f,w E d.7’. In particular, 
(3.22) 
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Remark. 1. Using the remark at the end of Section 2 we get the 
factorization (3.22) also for nonsymmetric T. 
2. The assumption Ma 3 is needed only in (3.49). So the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 would definitely work also for M= 2 but with slightly worse 
norm estimates. 
Proof: We construct bounded linear operators A’ E L((HZM)‘, (~2:‘)‘) 
and BE L(H*, -012,,(,,- ,)) such that 
(3.23) 
holds in (B”(rdF’)‘) hD dZ,,,-,,; in view of Lemma 2.2 this is 
enough to prove the theorem. The representations (2.9) and (2.19) show 
that Eq. (3.23) makes sense. 
The definition of B is not difficult. We denote by KE N the number of 
the terms in (3.20) and for all k E N we denote 
G(k) = (4M) 2MK(k+ I)“+ 2M (3.24) 
Then we set 
Be,,, = 0, 
if m#G(k+ 1) for all k E N 
(k+ 1) 
M(M-1) (3.25) 
eky if m=G(k+ 1) for some k 
and extend B linearly and continuously to an operator HZ + d? Mt M 1,. 
We proceed to define A’. We set A’ez = 0 for 0 < m < G(0). Let k E N and 
assume that A’ez is defined for 0 <m < G(k). We set 
Ate:=0 (3.26) 
for G(k+ l)-G(k)dm<G(k+ I). 
We need the following fact: There exists K(k + 1)“’ M-tuples (indexed 
using ~IZJ for J= [l, K(k+ l)“] n N) p”‘=(pv), . . . . P’$)E NM with the 
following properties: 
(i) G(k+ 1)/M-G(k)/M<~~“<G(k+ l)/M+G(k)/M 
for all i, j, 
(ii) ifj,#j2 or i, #i,, then piF’#~(I?j~), 
(iii) the sum of M arbitrary numbers pi/“, t = 1, . . . . M, equals 
G(k + 1) if and only if there exists a je J and a permutation (r of (1, . . . . M) 
such that j, = j and i, = a(t) for all t. 
One can choose such a family as follows. Let K0 = [G( k + 1 )/Ml, where 
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[x] denotes the largest integer not greater than X. We define for 
1 <j<K(k+ I)” 
pi = (K,, + d,, K. + d, + M2ci, K,, + d, + MJ c,, 
..” K,,+di+M”“mm2’c,,K,-(M-1)d, 
,M - I 
- c M”‘-“c;+G(k+ l)-MK,, (3.27 )
,=I 
where c,, dj are defined inductively by c, = 4M’, d, = 4M2’hfpZ’f’c,, c,,, = 
4M2dj forj>, 1. Then it is easy to check that (i) and (ii) hold. Also the “if” 
part of (iii) holds trivially. To prove the converse statement of (iii) we first 
prove the following claim: 
For C elements pi.,“, t= I,..., C, where O<C<M, we have 
Ii I, p’j’ - CK, < c,;2 (3.28 )
,= I 
only if C= M and i, = a(t) for all t and for some permutation 0 of 
(1, . . . . M). 
(1) WIJ’#P&, ‘I’ for all t, then 
i pi;’ 2 CK, + mi 
r=l 
for some m E N, IZI > 1 (see (3.27)), which proves (3.28). If pi./’ = p$’ for 
some t, 
(2)(a) we first assume CcM. We denote Q= (tE [l, C]I~~~‘=~!J,‘). 
Then 
6 c (I+(M-l)$,+M)+ 1 (Ko+d,+M”“m~“c,) 
rtc2 l$Q 
d CK,,-dj+2M2(Mp”+’ c,. ( 3.29 )
But -d,+2M2’Mm2’+1 c, < -dj/2 < -c,/2 by the choice of rl,. This, com- 
bined with (3.29) proves (3.28). 
(b) Finally, if C = M, we define Q as in (2)(a). The case card 
(a) 2 2 can be proved as the case C < M. So we can assume card (Q) = I 
and that there exists an i, 1 < i < M such that (I) i = i, for at least two dif- 
ferent indices t or such that (II) i # i, for all t, I d t 6 M. (Otherwise we can 
find a permutation 0 such that a(t) = i, for all t.) Let us denote by i’. 
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2 <i’< M the largest of the indices i satisfying (I) or (II). We denote 
a’:= {tli’<i,<M}. Then C’:= card (Q’)<M--i’, by the choice if i’. In 
the case i’ satisfies (I) we have 
,g py > c /if/‘+ 2/q’+ 1 p;,” 
IER’ r$Q’ I, z I’ 
M 1 
&u$‘+ c (Ko+dj+M2”-“c~j)+Ko+dj+M2”‘-“cj 
; = i’ 
+ (M- c’- 2)(& + d,). (3.30) 
Here the choice of ~2’ implies that the terms containing K0 and dj are 
cancelled and (3.30) becomes equal to 
M-l M - I 
G(k+ l)- c &f2”- l’cj+ c h42(‘- 1’cj+M2”-“cj 
;= I j = i’ 
I’- 1 
gG(k+ I)- c M2”-“c,+ ),f2”‘-“cj 
1=1 
>G(k+ l)+M”“-“c,-(M- 1)M2”-*‘c, 
2 G(k + 1) + Cj. 
This implies the claim (3.28), since 
IG(k+l)-MK,l<M. 
In the case i’ satisfies (II) we get similarly 
f, dj’= c d/‘+ c P!,” 
fER r&n’ 
M-l 
quL(d’+ 1 (K,,+dj+M2”--“q) 
1=1’+1 
+(M-C’)(K0+dj)+(M-1)M2i’P2’~j 
M-l 
GG(k+ l)- 1 M2’iP”~j 
i= 1 
M- I 
+EM 
2(i- IJcj+ (jj,f- 1) ~2tf-2’~~ 
i = i’ + I 
<G(k+ 1)-~2”‘-“Cj+(~-l)~2~“-2’cj 
6 G(k + 1) - Cj, 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
which again implies (3.28). This completes the proof of claim (3.28). 
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We return to the proof of (iii). Let us fix M arbitrary elements p:,“‘, 
t = 1, . . . . M, such that C;T, ~\,‘1’= G(k + 1). Letj= max {j, 116 t 6 M) and 
let Q = it 1 j, =j). In view of the claim (3.28) we can assume that r : = card 
((t ,..., M),\,Q)>O. Then 
[?a p );i,’ d cK, + 2cd, , , 
since max ‘(p:.;“[ t $ Q} < K, + 2dip,. On the other hand, omitting the d,- 
and c,-terms if i, < M. we get the estimate 
so that 
(3.34 I 
But by the claim above we have 
,FQji;/‘-(M-c) K, 3c;/2. 
Combining this with (3.34) we get 
which implies 
,c, pip’-G(k+ 1) >M’-M>O 
in view of (3.32). This completes the proof of the property (iii ). 
Recall that T has the representation T = x: = , T,,, @ err,, where 
see (2.19). Now T, has at most K(k + 1)” terms. So for each term 
ana, -,,,,., I, ...~,,,-,.~,~e?- ,,,+,,,Q ... QeX,, ,+,,,, (3.36) 
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we can choose an M-tuple p’j’= ~‘j”*.ml....,mM~‘)’ =: ,~(n, m,, . . . . m,,- ,), 
j E J, such that 
An, ml, . . . . m,-,)#/@,fi 1,“. ,fiM-,), (3.37) 
if n#ri or m,#A, or,..or KPZ,,,~,#~~~-, and such that (i)-(m) is 
satisfied. Now we define for 1 < i < M 
A’e* PI(W m I..... m,w- I) = M!-‘(k+ l)j”+’ a,a,-,,..,e,*--,,+.,, 
A’e* =(k+l)-M+‘C( * dn. m,. ..1 m-l) m,-,-m,,n,em,m, - ,+n,T (3.38) 
A’C,,,,,., ,,..., m,~~,~=(k+l)~“+‘~md,-,.nMe;)ilM-,+n,,,~ 
where ~(n, . ...) = (p,(n, . ..). . . . . ,u,,J~, . . . )). It follows from (ii) and (3.37) that 
this definition makes sense; note also that by (i) the formula (3.38) defines 
elements A’ez with m in the desired interval. Finally, we set 
A’e* = 0 I?, (3.39) 
for such m, G(k) <m < G(k + 1 ), that are not treated above. In particular, 
A’ez=O for G(k+ l)/M<mdG(k+ 1). 
Remark. An elementary consideration shows that any element e: 
occurs in T,, see (3.35), at most KMk’“-’ times. (If t is fixed and the first 
“factor” in ez- m, +n, 0 . . . 0 ezwm, + n, is equal to e:, then m, is fixed, 
m, = k - t + n,, and the other m, : s can obtain any values; i.e., there are at 
most k”-2 cases and similarly, if e: occurs in other factors, etc.) Hence, 
by the definition of A’, for all k and t the cardinality of the set 
is at most KMkM 2. 
The elements A’ez become defined for all m E N as k + cc above. We 
extend A’ linearly to the linear span in (HZM)’ of the elements elr;. 
We claim that if k E N and m = G(k + 1 ), then 
YM,m= (k+ l)j”+” Tk (3.40) 
(see (2.10) and (3.35)). To prove this let us consider an arbitrary term 
elj:-,,QeZ,-,,Q ... Qe&_,, (3.41) 
where G(k+l)=m>m,> ... am,-,20, of yM,,,. Let us denote 
m;=m-m,,m;=m,-m2 ,..., m’,=m,-,. Then m;-+m;+ ... +ml,= 
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m = G(k + 1). From this it follows easily that if rn: 6 G(k) for some i, then 
there exists a j, 1 <j d M, such that G(k + 1 )/M + G(k)/M 6 mj. $ G( k + 1). 
But then A’e,, = 0 (see (i) and (3.39)), and as a consequence 
only if for each i the number rn: equals some pLj!) defined in the k : th step 
of the construction of A’ (see (i)-(iii) above). This fact and property (iii) 
imply that (3.42) holds only if for some j, 1 <.j < K(k + I )” there exists a 
permutation (r of (1, . . . . M) such that 
rnbti, = p’)” (3.43) 
for all i, i = 1, . . . . M. Finally we remark that the term @;T, I$,, occurs in 
(2.10) if and only if 
occurs there for all permutations cr, and that if all the indices rn: are dif- 
ferent, then @J f”= , ez, occurs in (2.10) at most once. These facts, (ii) above, 
(3.43), and the definition of A’ (see (3.38)) imply 
where @, denotes the operator 
defined in oM (LS?~‘)‘. But since T is symmetric, by assumption, we have 
@, Tk = Tk and hence 
,+f,m = (k + 1 ) - bf’M ~ ‘I Tk 
as desired. 
Combining (3.40) with the definition of B, (3.25) yields (3.23) as soon as 
we know that A’ is a bounded operator. So far we have defined A’ only on 
the linear hull of the elements e 2, but we now show that A’ is bounded on 
this subspace of (HZM)‘; then A’ can be extended to the whole space. 
In view of (2.2) the identity operator (HZ,“)’ -+ (.J&‘:‘)’ is bounded so 
that it is enough to prove the boundedness of A’ as an operator from 
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(azy )’ 2 s&f;” . into (~4;‘) Z &yMN. Let Cm x,ez E sX?~&’ with only a finite 
number of nonzero x,, . Let us denote for all t E N 
Then 
= ( c (r+l)’ *Nqp..8..12M)‘i2M~ (3.45) rsN 
where /In, EC is such that A’ez = flme: for m E N,. Recall from the defini- 
tion of A’ (see the induction assumption before (3.26) and (3.38)) that if 
G(k)<m<G(k+ 1) and WZEN,, then (by (2.17)) 
bm<C(k+ 1)-M+’ cr,,<C(k+ 1)-M+’ (t+N)N (3.46) 
for a constant C. By the Remark after (3.39) we have for all k and t 
card (]G(k),G(k+l)]nN,)<KMk”-*. (3.47) 
Hence, denoting N,,, := N,n [G(k), G(k+ l)], 
<C c (t+N)N (k+ 1)-M+’ 
keN 
x (KM)“M’ (k+ 1)(.+*)/M 
( c lxml*M)“2M 
m E N,.k 
<C c (KM)““‘(t+N)N(k+ 1)-3i2+“M 
kcN 
X ( 1 IXm12M)1’2M 
rnEN, 
d C,( t + PqN ( c Ixm12M)1’2V, 
msN, 
(3.48) 
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for a constant Co, since l/M’ + 1/2M = 1. Combining this with (3.45) yields 
( 3.49) 
for a constant C’. 1 
4. NOTES AND REMARKS 
It is easy to see that the operator B of Theorem 3.2 is surjective; clearly, 
it is not injective. The same holds also in the case of Theorem 3.1. Note 
that there B would be surjective already as an operator from H’ into 
d’,-,; this implies the surjectivity of B also in the case of H’ + S’, +. 
In the case of both theorems the operators A are of the following form. 
The set N can be presented as a disjoint union N = Uk BJk such that 
A’ez=a,e,* for MEN,, where /?m E @, flm # 0. The very definition of the 
transpose of an operator implies that then A is of the form 
From this it is easy to see that the operators A are injective, but not surjec- 
tive. 
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